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About IOP Publishing
Working closely with the global scientific community  
has been at the heart of our publishing activity for more 
than a century.

With a portfolio that includes journals, books, conference 
proceedings and science news resources, we focus  
on physics, materials science, biosciences, astronomy  
and astrophysics, environmental sciences, mathematics 
and education. We also publish on behalf of other  
scientific organisations and represent their needs and 
those of their members.

With almost 400 staff in locations across the world,  
we support researchers, librarians and societies in  
their endeavours.



Delivering impact, recognition and
value to the scientific community for  
more than a century.

One million and counting
We’ve been publishing important science since
1874. We add new peer reviewed papers to
IOPscience every day.

All data is related to IOP Publishing based on 2020 figures
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Article downloads
Of the paper, GW190814
Gravitational Waves from
the Coalescence of a 23
Solar Mass Black Hole with
a 2.6 Solar Mass Compact
Object. It was our most  
read paper of 2020.

Nobel Prize winners
One of the highest honors 
in science, we are proud to 
publish award-winning
research across multiple 
scientific fields.

The altmetric score of
our top trending article
Quantifying the 
consensus on 
anthropogenic global
warming in the scientific
literature is one of our
most talked about papers.

Downloads of Effective Science 
Communication.
This title includes practical advice on 
how to publish in scientific journals, 
apply for grants and communicate 
research to both scientific and
non-scientific audiences.

Number of countries
with access to our
content
Researchers from 180 
countries downloaded 
journal articles from our
content platform
IOPscience in 2020.

Countries represented
by authors of published
journal articles.
Each year we work to
improve the process to
make publishing with us
as seamless as possible.

Citations for our top cited
article of all time 
QUANTUM ESPRESSO: a 
modular and open-source 
software project for quantum 
simulations of materials which 
was published in the Journal of 
Physics:Condensed Matter.

Members of the Institute
of Physics
The IOP has a vibrant
community of people who
share a passion for
physics and support
efforts to enhance science 
all around the globe.

Gold Open Access 
Journals
IOP Publishing is a strong
supporter of open science.
We launched the first fully
open access journal in
physics, New Journal of
Physics, in 1998.



New journals

Materials for Quantum Technology
A multidisciplinary, open access journal 
devoted to publishing cutting-edge 
research on the development and 
application of materials for all quantum-
enabled technologies and devices.

iopscience.org/mqt

New for 2021

Look out for two new further additions to our open access journals programme that will extend our subject coverage further within 
environmental and computational science. Both journals are now open for submissions and will publish their first content in Spring 2021.

We operate in a research landscape where traditional boundaries between subject communities have merged, and the role of physics in 
driving new discovery across the physical sciences is greater than ever before. The development of our portfolio not only needs to reflect an 
increasingly multidisciplinary picture but must also respond to the changing demands from the research community on academic journals. 
We need to have publishing options that give the right choice in terms of subject coverage, readership, quality assurance, publishing service, 
content type and publishing model. These are the factors, informed through our direct collaboration with the community, that shape the 
selective way in which we continue to expand our journals programme to responsibly represent researcher demand across  
the physical sciences.

Environmental Research: Infrastructure and Sustainability
A further expansion to our Environmental Research series  
dedicated to addressing important challenges relating to 
infrastructure, sustainability and resilience that will form a 
multidisciplinary forum for communities extending across 
environmental research, engineering, the social sciences and 
humanities, and policy influencers.

Neuromorphic Computing and Engineering
A multidisciplinary journal that will bring together physics, materials 
science, engineering, neuroscience and computer science relevant 
to the design, development and application of novel artificial neural 
networks and systems.

Nano Express
A new open access addition to IOP’s 
established nanoscience programme 
publishing experimental, theoretical 
and applied research extending across 
all areas of nanoscale science and 
technology.

iopscience.org/nanox

IOP SciNotes
A broad scope, open access journal dedicated to the rapid publication of short research outputs across the 
physical and environmental sciences. IOP SciNotes provides a forum for researchers to publish individual units  
of their scientific work (including preliminary results, and descriptions of scientifically valuable methods or 
datasets) that may be unsuited to the traditional full-length article format.

iopscience.org/iopsn

Launching new journals

http://iopscience.org/mqt
http://iopscience.org/nanox
http://iopscience.org/iopsn


ECS Digital Archives

Just some of the Nobel laureates featured in the ECS Digital Archives

The Digital Archives of The Electrochemical Society provide access to more than 146,000 research articles dating back to 1930, and include 
the most highly cited journals in electrochemistry and solid-state science and technology. Flagship journals and retired publications are 
seamlessly integrated with current content in the IOPscience platform.

Discover research by Nobel laureates, including Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano for the invention of efficient blue LEDs and Jack Kilby  
for the invention of the integrated circuit. Explore the origins of the semiconductor industry through landmark research and interviews by 
Gordon Moore.

Key details:

• Spanning 1930–2019
• Nine journals, 146,000+ articles
• Clear more than 3800 issues from your library shelves

• Full technical integration
• No maintenance fees
• Flexible purchase options available

Available for the first time in partnership with IOP Publishing

1986 Nobel Prize in Physics
Gerd Binnig 

1987 Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
Jean-Marie Lehn 

1992 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
Rudolph A Marcus

1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
Richard Smalley 

1997 Nobel Prize in Physics
William D Phillips and Stephen Chu

2000 Nobel Prize in Physics
Jack Kilby 

2014 Nobel Prize in Physics
Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano  
and Shuji Nakamura

2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
John B Goodenough, M Stanley Whittingham 
and Akira Yoshino

Journal of The  
Electrochemical 
Society

1930–2019
44,476 articles

Journal of Solid 
State Science 
and Technology

2012–2019
1713 articles

ECS 
Transactions

2006–2019
19,792 articles



IOP ebooks is the essential collection of books developed by a society publisher for the 
scientific community. We give our authors’ voices more prominence through innovative 
publishing techniques to advance knowledge across multiple key subject areas, while 
empowering libraries to take control of the content that they purchase to best serve the  
needs of their users.

IOP Expanding Physics

IOP Series in Coherent Sources and Applications

Fundamentals of 
Quantum Entanglement
F J Duarte

IOP Series in Renewable and Sustainable Power

Energy-Smart Buildings
Design, construction and monitoring of 
buildings for improved energy efficiency

Edited by
Jacob J Lamb
Bruno G Pollet

The Chandra X-ray
Observatory
Exploring the high energy universe

Edited by
Belinda Wilkes
Wallace Tucker

An American Astronomical Society and IOP Publishing partnership

IOP Series in Nuclear Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure

Quantum Mechanics 
for Nuclear Structure
A primer

Kris Heyde
John L Wood

VOLUME
ONE

Semiconductors
Bonds and bands

David K Ferry 

SECOND
EDITION

Biophysical Society–IOP Series

Principles of 
Protein–Protein 
Association
Harold P Erickson

Biophysical Society

Effective Science 
Communication
A practical guide to surviving as a scientist

Sam Illingworth
Grant Allen

SECOND
EDITION

IOP Astronomy

American Astronomical Society

Hubble Deep Field 
and the Distant Universe
Robert Williams

IOP Concise Physics      A Morgan & Claypool Publication

Measuring Nothing, 
Repeatedly
Null experiments in physics

Allan Franklin
Ronald Laymon

Research and reference texts
Valuable topic overviews that provide a way into the primary 
literature via extensive references. They include monographs, 
handbooks and edited collections.

Course texts
For advanced undergraduate and graduate-level students, 
our course texts include a range of features such as reader 
exercises and interactive Q&A content for an enriched  
learning experience. Course texts are included in all 
collections as standard.

Broad-interest titles
Accessible insights into the latest hot topics, often taking a 
multidisciplinary approach.

Sam Illingworth
School of Biological 
Sciences, The University 
of Western Australia, 
Perth, Australia
 

Wilfred Ngwa
Dana Farber/Harvard 
Cancer Center 
and University of 
Massachusetts,  
Lowell, MA, USA

Megan J Povey
School of Food Science 
and Nutrition, University  
of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Ge Wang
Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, NY, USA

Leading voices
We work with pioneers and award-winning authors to educate, enhance knowledge and connect readers to cutting-edge work in their field.



Broad subject coverage
With books covering 16 subject areas across the physical sciences, you can be assured that there is something for everyone at your library.

Expert partners
We partner with world-leading scientific societies who are at the 
forefront of their fields of expertise and know the needs of their 
communities to publish highly relevant books.

Library benefits

•  Budget management: Take control of your budget with a one-time 
perpetual purchase model

• Ease of use: All books are DRM free with no restrictions on use
•  Discoverable: Smarter searching and optimal discovery through 

free MARC records and extensive indexing
•  Relevant: On average, 64% of IOP ebooks are used at any 

institution within 12 months of purchase
•  Accessible: High accessibility standards and compatibility with 

assistive technology
•  myPrint: Give your library users the option to purchase heavily 

discounted print copies of the books in your collection

Reader benefits

•  Convenient: Books can be accessed 24/7 on or off campus 
through our integrated journal and book platform

•  Interactive: An elevated reading experience through embedded 
videos, interactive features and downloadable software

•  Accessible: Multiple formats available to support reading on all 
devices, as well as compatibility with screen readers, such as 
JAWS, NVDA and Apple’s VoiceOver

•  Compatible: Books are easily integrated into the Virtual Learning 
Environment

•  Flexible: Manage your reading list through individual chapter or 
whole-book downloads

For more information and a list of 
published and forthcoming titles, visit 
iopscience.iop.org/bookList

Astronomy and 
astrophysics

Atomic and molecular 
physics

Biomedical engineering

Environment and energy

Medical physics and 
biophysics

Education and outreach

Instrumentation and 
measurement

Optics and photonics Plasmas

Materials

Particle and nuclear 
physics

Classical physics

Condensed matter 

Mathematics and 
computation

Quantum science

Culture, history and 
society

http://iopscience.iop.org/bookList


Cover image: inspired by a figure showing the crystal and helical magnetic  
structure ofthe iron-containing langasite family multiferroics 

I S Lyubutin, M A Chuev, S S Starchikov, K O Funtov and I Yu Starchikova 2019 EPL. 128 67005.


